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With the rapid developments of economy and technology, great changes appears 
in enterprises’ operational environment ,as well as that of modern financial 
management, which now faces a multiform、 dynamic and complex financial 
management environment, such as internationalization of finance and banking, 
repeating occurrence of financial crises,and so on. Under such a situation, financial 
management can no longer proceed from the pure financial views of self – perfection, 
that is,it can neither  focus on the finance methods ,nor plan just within the borders 
of finance activities. Considering the changes of financial management environment, 
financial management should refer the methods of strategy management and  work 
out a general and long-term financial strategy of enterprices’fund,which can match the 
quick changes of environment. The strategy includes investment strategy, financing 
strategy and benefit distribution strategy.  
For competitive capacity of enterpraise, financial strategies and strategy 
management systems are key representatives of general competence of enterprises. 
Becuase all activities,such as  research and development, services, manufacturing 
and marketing all requires funds. Development strategy of an enterprise can not be 
smoothly implemented without a comprehensive financial system and strategies of 
investments and financing. 
Airport industry is an foundation industry with the attribute of  huge initial 
investment and long returning time. As the airport administration being transferred to 
local government,domestic airports, who are currently on the stage of 
adjustment ,have undergone a tremendous reformation on management and operation. 
All the changes are aimed at profitability and to satisfy the survival and continuous 
growth requirements. On this premise, it is crucial to establish enterprises’ financial 
strategy to service the overall growth strategy of the enterprise. This paper will study 
the financial activities of Zhonghang International Airport Group Co.,Ltd , on the base 
of which  analyze its’ internal and external operation environment and operational 
strategies,  as well as discuss how to establish and implement financial strategies 
under changing  financial environments to support its’ overall strategy better. 














Chapter I  Theoretical basis of financial strategy studies, it will illustrate the 
importance and effectiveness of financial strategies in enterprise strategies and will 
discuss the basic procedures of enterprise financial strategies. 
Chapter II  Analyzing the enterprise strategy of Zhonghang International 
Airport Group Co.,Ltd , and bring forward the requirements it poses on the financial 
strategies. 
Chapter III  Analyzing financial strategic environment of Zhonghang 
International Airport Group Co.,Ltd and identifying challenges and opportunities of 
internal and external environment as well as enterprise advantages and disadvantages. 
The analysis will act as the basis for establishing financial strategies scientifically 
Chapter VI  According to Zhonghang International Airport Group Co.,Ltd 
enterprise strategy, discussing how to establish the investment strategies focusing on 
investment goals, principles, investment objective, investment strategies and 
management,following which is case studies on current investments and  suggestions 
for current investment strategies. 
Chapter V  According to Zhonghang International Airport Group Co.,Ltd 
enterprise strategy and investment strategy,  discussing how to establish financing 
strategies focusing on financing goals, principles, strategies and channels,following 
which is case studies on financing events and further proposing on how to make use 
of current  platform to broaden financing channels.  
Chapter IV  Illustrating how to allocate resources scientifically to meet the 
requirements of the enterprise strategy , implementation and establish a system to 
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